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There’s a lot of buzz in the club industry these days about cyber 
security. As a result, many clubs are buying cyber security 
services to shore up their “protected data”. Trouble is, much of 
the hype by the service providers is at best confusing if not a bit 
misleading. Here’s the real story. 
 

Clubs are required by state laws to secure their “protected 
data”. That would be member and employee data stored on the 
club’s computer systems. Each state’s laws are different, but 
essentially they require companies to protect any data that 
could be used by an outside bad guy to steal the person’s money 
or identity. So Social Security and Driver’s License numbers, 
credit card and bank account information, along with 
demographic information such as names, addresses, phone 
numbers, email addresses, spouse names, children’s names, 
universities attended, professions, home states, and photos – 
essentially any data point that could connect a bad guy to the 
member – must be protected.  
 

For many years private clubs took an “it can’t happen here” 
attitude toward serious cyber security. But of late the industry 
has recognized that the threats are real, and the damage that 
can be done to members – and ultimately to the clubs 
themselves – is substantial. So clubs are beginning to embrace 
cyber security services. Typically the services fall into one of two 
categories: 
 

Network Intrusion Security Review:  This service generally begins 
by attaching a scanning device and/or scanning software to the 
club’s computer network to determine if there are intrusion risks 
to the systems. Initial scans focus on the ability of the network 
firewall(s) to repel external attacks. The scanning continues by 
evaluating the ability of the systems to thwart intruder activities 
if the hacker is able to get past the firewall and gain access to 
the network. This internal risk evaluation focuses on missing 
security patches, password strength and password changing 
rules, the presence of discontinued or unsupported software… 
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Cyber Security – The Real Story (continued) 
 

… such as Windows XP, the absence of web filtering (controlling what Internet sites employees are 
allowed to access), adequacy of anti-virus and anti-malware solutions, etc. The point of the review is 
to identify any weaknesses that may allow an outside intruder to gain access to the club’s network – 
or once inside, may allow that intruder easy access to protected data. 
Social Engineering Testing:  Because most businesses have very strong external protection with an 
effective firewall, bad guys have changed tactics. Why try to fight through a strong firewall when 
you can easily go around it? Social engineering does just that by using various ploys to trick the 
club’s employees into inadvertently allowing access to an outside intruder. The ploys include 
sophisticated phishing emails, telephone calls and in-person visits by impersonators and other 
actions intended to dupe employees into providing network access information. Social engineering 
testing is designed to identify the likelihood that employees would inadvertently assist an outside 
intruder to gain access to the club’s network – and as a result, acquire protected data. 
 
Thus far the club industry seems to be firmly focused on Network Intrusion Security Reviews. A 
litany of companies, some local, some national, are peppering clubs with promotional information 
about the dangers of not having their networks secure and intrusion-proof. All well and good, but 
here’s the rub. Now that social engineering has become the favorite attack method of outside 
intruders, less than 20% of all small business intrusions are perpetrated without the “help” of an 
insider. The other 80% are the direct result of employees inadvertently “assisting” the bad guys by 
taking the social engineering bait.  
 
Unfortunately, this gaping hole in club security is essentially ignored by the vast majority of “cyber 
security” service offerings. You’ll have to look a bit to find companies that go beyond physical 
security to focus on social engineering testing. In addition, as a preventive measure, training is 
available from several national sources that will teach employees how to recognize and avoid social 
engineering ploys. Completing that training can not only help secure the club’s protected data, but it 
can also reduce the club’s cyber security insurance premiums and help mitigate damages in the 
event the club experiences a breach of protected data.  
 

To cover all the cyber security bases we recommend the following: 
 

 Have a reputable company conduct a Network Intrusion Security Review. 

 Have the same or a different reputable company conduct the Social Engineering Testing. 

 Have the same or a different reputable company provide Training to your club’s employees on 
how to avoid taking the social engineering bait. 

 
Bill Boothe is president of The Boothe Group, LLC, an independent consulting firm that helps clubs 
understand computer technology, make good decisions and receive the highest value from their technology 
investment. During his 25 years in the club industry Bill has assisted more than 350 private clubs with the 
planning, evaluation, selection and implementation of computer technology in all facets of their operations. 
 
Jeff Hall is a principal security consultant with Optiv Security, Inc., a cyber security consulting firm. Jeff has 
over 30 years of experience in information security, information security strategic planning, systems analysis 
and design, information system audit, systems programming, and data center operations. Since 2003, Jeff has 
been focused on securing sensitive authentication data related to card transactions following the Visa, 

MasterCard, and PCI Security Standards Council standards.  Jeff can be reached at jeff.hall@optiv.com.  

mailto:jeff.hall@optiv.com
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Vendor News 
 

Recent vendor activity has been intense throughout the club technology industry with corporate 
acquisitions and significant enhancements to the feature sets offered. Here are some of the 
highlights: 
 
Jonas Software Acquires MembersFirst:  Completed in August of last year, this acquisition adds the 
considerable website and E-communications capabilities of MembersFirst to the Jonas club 
management suite. Our discussions with Jonas have revealed that the integration between these 
two solutions is a top priority, although MembersFirst will continue as a “independently operating 
brand”. We’ll keep you posted on integration advancements as they are announced. 
 

ForeTees Acquires Club62:  Completed in December of last year, this acquisition broadly expands 
the reach of ForeTees by adding the industry’s newest  club management suite. Club62 differs from 
its competitors – its hosted applications run on Salesforce.com’s platform – and promises a “next 
generation” experience for its users. We’ll keep you posted on how this new approach fares in the 
private club marketplace. 
 

Apps, Apps and More Apps:  Suddenly the club industry seems to have discovered mobile app 
technology. A number of providers have been offering club-specific apps including Course Driver, 
Group Valet, Pacesetter Technology, Tallgrace Marketing & Media and others. Now in Q1 2016 we 
have the club management suite providers joining in, with introductions by Clubessential, Jonas 
Software and Northstar Technologies. Apps are a step beyond mobile or responsive websites since 
they are designed for mobile devices from the ground up. Plus they offer features such as beacon 
technology that are not generally available with websites. We’ll keep you posted on how clubs are 
using, and members are reacting to, these new apps. 
 

Tech Trends 
 

Beacon Technology:  Want to identify members as they enter the front gate or arrive at valet? How 
about tracking where members are on the golf course or within the clubhouse? Beacon technology 
from a number of providers has arrived in private clubs. This technology places small antennas 
(beacons) at critical locations to track vehicles as they arrive or locate members as they move about. 
The tracking can be done with RFID or cell phone location services transmissions. The purpose of 
beacon technology is to enhance member service through better name recognition (valet, dining), 
arrival preparation (retrieve the member’s golf bag and have it ready when they arrive) and 
emergency contacts (quickly locate a member on property). This technology is in its infancy with 
private clubs. We’ll keep you posted on how clubs are using beacon technology, and how members 
are reacting. 
 

Wi-Fi for Members:  Clubs are increasing their deployment of Wi-Fi services for their members.  
Once limited to only specific areas, or not available at all, members at many clubs now enjoy fast, 
reliable Wi-Fi throughout the club facilities and adjoining areas (pool, patio). Astute club executives 
appreciate that members of all ages are “tethered” to their mobile devices, and have come to 
expect Wi-Fi service wherever they go. Rules have been adjusted to allow discreet use of mobile 
devices for data only (limits on voice calls remain). Member Wi-Fi is segregated from the club’s 
private network for security purposes, and web filtering is used to prohibit member access to 
inappropriate Internet sites. If your club has yet to embrace member Wi-Fi, think again.    
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Aligning Your Club’s IT Strategy 
 

One thing is for sure in the private cub industry: strategy is on the front burner. Strategic planning is 
a hot topic at industry conferences, in trade literature, and at club member Board meetings. 
Formalized strategic planning, Board planning retreats, long range financial planning, member 
surveys and focus groups – whatever the approach, strategy is front and center at a great number of 
private clubs.   
 
Most typically, strategy focuses on capital projects, amenities, service levels, member retention and 
attraction, member satisfaction and “enhancing the member experience”. Yet with all of this 
attention on strategy and planning, one important area is often overlooked – Information 
Technology. 
 
Here’s what we observe at most clubs – even those with advanced and formalized strategic plans: 
 

 There is no formal, documented IT plan or strategy. 

 IT is severely under-budgeted for future needs. 

 IT is generally reactive, rather than proactive. 

 The club is poorly positioned to take advantage of new IT developments. 
 
The net result is predictable. Most clubs receive a relatively poor return on their IT investment.  
Fortunately, there is an easy and inexpensive way to turn this situation around.  It’s called IT 
Strategy Alignment. 
 
Alignment With What? 
 

The key to success is aligning IT with the overall strategy driving the club’s planning and budgeting.  
Whether your club has a formal strategic plan, an informal planning outline, or a simple “strategic 
understanding” of your future goals and direction, IT should be a part of that plan. You begin by 
reviewing the overall plan and looking for specific goals, strategies or tactics that have an impact on 
or are affected by IT. Ask these simple questions: 
 

 Could this strategy have an impact on our computer software, computer equipment or 
telephone system? 

 Could this strategy be enhanced by IT? 

 Do we have IT-knowledgeable personnel involved with this strategy? 
 
Misalignment of strategies can produce unpleasant and potentially costly results. Here’s an 
example.  Recently we were asked to assist a club with evaluating software for its new fitness and 
spa facility. Management was interested in tracking use of the fitness area by implementing an 
electronic check-in system for members and guests. During our initial walk-through, we noticed that 
three separate entrances were available for member use. We also noticed that the check-in desk 
was physically positioned away from the expected “traffic flow” – which would allow members to 
easily by-pass the desk and walk directly into the fitness area. In designing the physical structure, no 
real thought had been given to controlling member/guest access to facilitate fast and accurate 
check-ins. Net result?  Lots of after-the-fact discussions about closing off the alternate entrances, 
and additional construction costs to re-position the check-in desk to better control access. All of this 
aggravation and extra cost could have been avoided if IT had been at the table when the fitness 
center design was first being planned. 
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Who Should Represent IT? 
 

Most private clubs don’t employ an IT professional on staff, so what’s the best way to make sure IT 
is properly aligned with the club’s overall operations and planning strategy? In our experience, the 
formation of a Strategic IT Planning Committee is your best bet. This is a permanent committee that 
includes a representative from each club department, the club manager or assistant manager, and 
an outside vendor representative (most clubs outsource their network maintenance and support). 
Department representatives should be the “champions” with primary responsibility for core 
application software (accounting, POS, reservations, website, e-communications, etc.) within the 
various club departments. For some clubs, member participation may also be important. 
Participating members should be computer-literate, but not necessarily computer professionals.  
Individuals with good business savvy that understand the use of information technology in a 
business environment may be more suitable than highly technical individuals. 
 
The Role of a Technology Committee 
 

A Technology Committee assumes a number of responsibilities in an effort to assist club 
management with the ongoing task of anticipating technology changes and implementing new 
solutions. Traditionally, the role of the committee has been to do the following on a regular basis: 
 

 Evaluate Software, Equipment and Vendor Performance. 

 Evaluate Systems Security. 

 Evaluate User Proficiency. 

 Prioritize Technology Issues. 

 Maintain 5-Year Technology Budget.  
 
Each of the above evaluation activities should be carried out on an annual basis. The technology 
budget should be updated annually as well.  The technology issues prioritization is an ongoing 
process that is guided by severity of need and available funds. Now comes a new responsibility for 
this committee - the monitoring of, and participation in, all significant club strategy activities. No 
matter what the topic, no matter which departments are affected, IT should have a seat at the table 
when key strategies are being discussed and formulated. The IT Committee should be represented 
by a single member with an adequate understanding of computer/telephone systems and software. 
That representative’s mission is to attend strategy meetings, take lots of notes, and bring back items 
of interest or importance to the full committee for consideration and recommendations.    
 
Meeting Frequency and Agenda 
 

A new committee should meet once a month for the first three months, and quarterly thereafter. 
The frequency of committee meetings may be affected by the technology challenges faced by the 
club. If core systems are being replaced, the committee may meet more often until the new systems 
are up and running.   
 
The meeting agenda can be very simple:  
 

1. Strategic Alignment - review all club activities/strategies that involve IT.  Make sure IT has been 
considered as a part of each strategy. 

2. Departmental Reports – review any new/ongoing IT issues affecting each club department. 
3. Special Projects – assign members to carry out the annual evaluations and budgeting tasks, and 

review progress on each. 
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Benefits of IT Strategy Alignment 
 

Giving IT a seat at the strategic planning table is a smart and inexpensive way to save money and 
reduce aggravation. By involving IT in the planning process, consideration is given to how IT can 
positively impact a particular strategy, or how that strategy might negatively impact IT. Establishing 
a Strategic IT Committee formalizes the alignment process. In addition, the committee assists 
management with the short and long term planning for the club’s technology challenges, maintains 
a budget that matches the club’s needs, and promotes consensus among staff and members on 
technology priorities. Most importantly, the committee keeps technology issues on the front burner, 
allowing IT to be proactive rather than reactive in addressing a myriad of strategic and operations 
issues.  
 

     *  *  *  *  * 
 

Upcoming Issues 
 

We’ll be providing a variety of articles and information in upcoming issues including: 
 

 Club Management Software User Satisfaction Survey – a nation-wide survey including user 
ratings on software capabilities and customer support from the leading club software 
vendors. 

 Club Technology Case Studies – examining how cutting edge technologies are actually being 
used by private clubs. 

 Technology Explained – discussing how various technologies work, and what benefits they 
offer to private clubs and their members. 

 Technology Trends – keeping tabs on what’s new and interesting in club technology. 

 Vendor News – keeping you up-to-date on club technology vendor activities, product 
introductions and advancements. 

 Interviews – with club technology executives – what their companies are working on and 
why.   

 

Our Services 
 

The Boothe Group helps private clubs to understand computer technology, make good decisions, and receive 
the highest return on their technology investment. Bill Boothe provides independent, unbiased technology 
and club software consulting advice expressly for the private club industry. Bill is recognized as the leading 
authority on private club technology. Here's what sets us apart: 
 

 Independence: Completely unbiased. No affiliations with any of the industry's club software vendors. 
 Club Industry Knowledge: 25 years of experience working with more than 350 private clubs. 
 Club-Specific Methodologies: Using tools and procedures developed especially for private clubs. 
 Leading Edge Perspective: Valuable best practices and new ideas for your club's success. 
 

We provide the following club technology consulting services: 
 

 Technology Best Practices Review 

 IT Strategic Planning 

 Club Management Software Reengineering 

 Club Management Software Selection & Implementation 

 Online Technology Courses for Club Executives (accredited by HFTP and CMAA) 


